
Transportation Logistics vocabulary #16 

 

Hopper-An open top car with hinged trap doors and inclined floors 

which permits quick unloading of bulk commodities. 

Import-To receive goods from a foreign country. 

Inbound Train-A train arriving at a yard or terminal. 

Inter-Between 

Interline-Between one or more railroads. 

Interstate Traffic-Traffic moving from a point in one State to a point in 

another State or between points in the same State, but passing within or 

through another State enroute. 

Intra-Within 

Line Haul-The movement of freight over the tracks of a railroad from 

one town or city to another town or city (not a switching service). 

Manifest-Fast freight usually made up of merchandise, perishables or 

livestock.  2. A description of the contents of a shipment. 

Perishable-Commodities easily spoiled or damaged because of weather 

or delay in transit. Usually describing food stuffs. 

Piggy Back-The transportation of truck trailer and containers on railroad 

flat cars. 

Placard-Paper forms of various designs used to identify cars requiring 

special attention; e.g., dangerous and explosives. 

Prepaid-A term denoting that transportation charges have been or are to 

be paid at the point of shipment. 

Reverse Lever-The lever which controls the direction of motion of the 

locomotive by reversing the traction motor field connections. 

Rip-Repair In Progress. Car in need of repair. 

Route-The course or direction that a shipment moves. 

2. To designate the course or direction a shipment shall move. 

Seals-Metal strips, designed for one-time use, applied to the hasp of 

closed freight car doors. To remove, they must be broken. They are used 

to indicate whether or not the contents have been tampered with while in 

transit. They are stamped with a name, initial and/or number for 

identification. 

Yardmaster-Person responsible for control of train and engine 

operations within a yard. 

Truck-A general term for the complete wheeled freight car assembly 

which supports the car body at each end. It is attached to the body by a 

pair of center plates which function as a pivot. See Center Plate. 

Switch Back-Track constructed in a series of zigzag curves in 

mountainous terrain to reduce rate of climb or descent. 


